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the graphics in this game are
awesome, reminiscent of the console
games, and very close to real life. the
title also includes different
environments, like the streets of york
in england, and wet clay in the slums
of yuma. enemy ai is very good, and
many of the situations would stump
more experienced gamers. the level of
detail, realism and amount of
destructible elements are
extraordinary for a pc game. escape
from butcher bay is an action, first
person shooter, story-driven, stealth
game. the graphics are nice, including
boss monsters, environments, and
vegetation. the sounds are good, the
background music is quite average,
and the voice-acting makes this game
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stand out. controls are mediocre and
are usually wonky. gameplay is quick,
and it can be very fun. riddick has
absolutly and unwaveringly awesome
gunplay and the melee feels great.
combat remains the most crucial
element of the game, and at any
given moment you need to use your
wits and skills to stay alive. the stealth
aspect of the game is handled quite
poorly, and some levels are entirely
too easy. an example of this is the
faux stealth section of the castle level
when riddick can just shoot his way
through the game. navigation issues
and very visible guards are
problematic as well, which severely
detract from the experience. the
mechanics are a little wonky, like
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camera controls that suddenly
become slow and jerky, and can lead
to instant deaths if youre not careful.
the visuals are extremely nice,
especially when riddick is in a boat
and riding on the waves. the
ambiance and environments are good,
but you could find yourself in a dark
room and unable to see anything
unless you have torches and
flashlights. voice-acting is impressive
but contains a lot of grammatical and
scientific typos.
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the game is extremely intense. for all
its flaws, the only other game that
shows a real knack for this kind of
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experience is die hard. the graphics
are limited, but a lot of attention was
obviously spent in ensuring it looks

good enough for an xbox live arcade
game. e.g. forested areas are a lot

darker than the trailer suggests. the
game also looks quite different than

the first die hard movie, which
(unsurprisingly) also wasnt based on a
novel. after awhile its hard to tell the
difference. all this to say, if you want
to go back in time to the summer of
1995, and actually enjoy the good ol’
days of arcade gaming, then escape
from butcher bay is your best bet. it
works well on the xbox 360, so you

can consider it a bit of a modern-day
retro game. one of the highlights of

escape from butcher bay is that
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riddick has your typical set of moves
for a man of his reputation. be it

grappling with an enemy and ripping
his head off or knocking out a few
guards with a single punch, he will
demonstrate his abilities. many of

these abilities will be seen in the next
game in the series, prophets of rage.
and, like many games of its ilk, the

shooting is not spectacular. but when
riddick goes in for the kill, it feels very

satisfying. in fact, there really is no
way to put down a game of this

nature. so i had to give you guys a
cheat code to find. it will take you only

two or three minutes to find, but
maybe longer to beat the game. there

is a way to prove it as well. overall,
the new pc port is a good, if flawed,
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experience. the problem is, it comes
with a price, and it comes in the form
of a slightly buggy game. the amount

of time you have to spend fixing is
less than if you were racing to beat

another game, but there are moments
when the game pauses or hangs, youll

want to look at your frame rate and
make sure it is at its apex. the

battlefield series is known for its
heavy guns and rapid gameplay. the

last thing gamers expect is that on the
pc the game would feel more like a

shooter on the ps3. 5ec8ef588b
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